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Summary: On Feb. 27, Ask.com relaunched its home page with a series of functional 
and design improvements. It also jettisoned mascot Jeeves as a branding strategy to 
escape its image as a niche search engine used only for getting answers to specific 
questions. Chief among Ask.com’s goals is to send the message that it is an 
“everyday” search engine, in the same vein as Google and Yahoo!. As such, many of 
the site’s enhancements are meant to rival or improve upon the horizontal experiences 
of Google and Yahoo!. Ask.com has a great deal of ground to cover if it is to catch up 
to these search market leaders, but its relaunch is a step in the right direction.  
 

Jeeves: The Last Survivor  
Many of the mascots of the late 1990s tech bubble have long since faded into obscurity. 
Jaded investors and entrepreneurs are sometimes jolted awake at night by flashbacks of 
sock puppets and peapods, once in the limelight. And then there’s Jeeves, the inviting 
butler who had greeted visitors and answered questions at AskJeeves.com since the 
site’s inception in 1996. 

AskJeeves.com’s revamp began in March 2005, when Barry Diller’s online media 
conglomerate, IAC/InterActiveCorp, bought the site in a deal valued at US$1.85 billion. 
IAC launched an effort to transform the site with more features, functionality and 
broader appeal. The most recent move in this ongoing strategy came last week with a 
site relaunch that forced Jeeves into early retirement. 

 

Ask.com Bids Farewell to Jeeves 

 
Source: Ask.com (2006) 
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“As far back as 1998, the proposition of the site became a victim of its own success — to 
ask a question and get an answer,” says Daniel Read, vice president of consumer 
products and user experience. “The fact is that we became a niche and people 
automatically recognized the Ask Jeeves brand, but the product didn’t actually deliver on 
the original promise. Now we have to get across to a wider audience that [the site] has 
fundamentally changed, which is the principal reason behind Jeeves’ departure.”  

But the relaunch goes much further than branding and marketing. The new look and feel 
of Ask.com’s home page is coupled with new mapping features on par with the latest 
developments from the leaders in the space, including A9, America Online’s MapQuest, 
Google, Microsoft and Yahoo! (see last week’s ILM Advisory, “Maps: Where Are We Now, 
Where Are We Going?”). There is also a visually appealing and customizable “toolbox” 
that is an answer to the vertical search tabs on Google’s and Yahoo!’s home pages. This 
includes a new local engine and featured partnerships with online encyclopedia 
Wikipedia and Bloglines, an IAC-owned RSS reader.  

Other enhancements include a “binoculars preview tool” that allows users to view 
thumbnail-sized versions of Web sites rather than wait for them to load. It has also 
integrated a Web-based desktop search tool that will rival Google’s desktop search, 
which lets users find local files with their browser. And behind the scenes, it has made 
enhancements to its Ask Search Technology (formerly Teoma). Instead of ranking only 
Web page links as Google does, Ask’s search algorithms take into account ranking data 
from Web sites clustered around a particular topic — making it more effective in 
suggesting similar categories to any given query. Ask.com is also building its own search 
advertising technology, allowing it to compete more directly with Google and Yahoo! 
(Google provides most of its current ads).  

All these moves represent a step toward making the site an “everyday” search engine, 
as Read puts it. They are the basis for Ask’s ongoing efforts to chip away at the market 
shares of Google and Yahoo! in a highly competitive sector known for its rapid feature 
development and innovation.  

“What we found in the past is that we were an occasional-use search engine. Everyone 
knew about us, but only every few months would the average user come to us and do a 
query,” says Read. “So our frequency rates were low. One of the things that the 
[relaunch] is meant to do is allow us to become a more frequently used site and for 
retention to go up.” 

Ask already has a bit of momentum in the search space that gives the company a 
positive outlook about the timing of this move. It’s slowly been gaining market share 
over the past year with 6.3 percent of all search queries in December, according to 
comScore, up 20 percent from 5.3 percent a year ago. More recent data from comScore 
show the site increasing from 5.1 percent in January 2005 to 5.6 percent in January 
2006. This isn’t a large gain, but it is growing while most search engines are declining in 
share. Still, Ask clearly has a lot of ground to cover to catch up with Google, which holds 
a 41 percent leading share, according to comScore.   

“Only Google and Ask are growing. MSN and Yahoo! have shrunk, and Ask.com is 
growing the fastest [in terms of percentage growth],” says Read. “With new 
developments we’re looking to accelerate that market-share growth, and that’s the goal 
behind a lot of the changes and strategy that we’re engaging.” 

All in the Family 
Also notable about Ask’s new identity and functionality is that it could position the site   
closer to the center of IAC’s family of online properties, which also includes Citysearch, 
Evite, LendingTree, Match.com and Ticketmaster. It is, in other words, meant to have
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broad appeal as a horizontal experience that also serves as a gateway to many vertically 
oriented branded sites and services.   

"It is possible that Ask could be the glue, the mortar, between all of our different 
brands," said IAC Chief Executive Officer Diller during a keynote interview at the Search 
Engine Strategies conference that followed the site’s Feb. 27 relaunch. 

This strategy can be seen in the Ask.com home page’s new toolbox, which is, in effect, a 
launch pad that directs users to other IAC properties. For example, the local search tab 
will bring users to results connected to Citysearch listings. This is an intuitive way to link 
the Ask.com search experience to the vertical sites of other IAC properties, and it will 
continue to develop. The site will also begin offering a new “Ask Pass” loyalty program 
this year that will reward Ask.com users with discounts at IAC Web sites or partners. 

But as a matter of branding, Citysearch and many other IAC sites (with the exception of 
Bloglines) aren’t immediately transparent from the Ask home page. The branding 
strategy behind this is unclear, but the site is in its early stages and will experiment on a 
case-by-case basis to determine which icons work best on its home page from design, 
search and branding perspectives. Read indicates as much. 

“We’re exploring all the options of how we deal with IAC data, and we have different 
combinations in different areas. Essentially, we’re going to do what’s right for the user,” 
he says. “They may want to see the IAC brand where there might be a certain degree of 
trust, or sometimes they want more of a white-labeled Ask.com experience.” 

The toolbox itself has 10 default tabs and about 10 more on a second page. They have a 
simple and elegant layout and can be customized and moved around with a mouse. This 
brings “Ajax” functionality to the home page of a search engine for the first time.  

Ajax, which stands for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is a programming standard 
that has become one of the defining traits of the much-hyped Web 2.0. It allows for the 
“behind the scenes” exchange of small amounts of data with a server without reloading 
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Ask.com Home Page 

 
Source: Ask.com (2006) 

the page, so users can reposition things on a Web page with a mouse. The dynamic 
panning that has become popular with mapping engines over the past year (clicking and 
dragging a map image), is another example of Ajax.  

“We put lots of work into making the home page as easy to use as possible. What we 
wanted to do was strike a balance between a really clean, crisp and uncluttered home 
page with something that also allowed users to understand that we have a lot of great 
tools,” says Ryan Massie, senior product manager for local products.  

In another smart move, the toolbar API will be released to the developer community, so 
additional features and links can be built to increase usability and drive traffic to and 
from independent publishers and businesses across the Web.  

“Developers will be able to add their own functionality and create browser plug-ins that 
users can download. It also creates an opportunity for businesses to plug their content 
into the toolbox,” says Read. The logic of this is clear: The toolbar is, in essence, the 
product roadmap for both internal and external development with the objective of 
offering users an increasingly richer experience.   

Less Is More  
Ask.com has also been slowly transitioning toward fewer paid search results over the 
past two years, with the belief that they compromise the user experience. It is now the 
search engine with the fewest paid search results per page. It boasts the unique position 
among search engines of having a user-centric search tool in the right-hand column 
instead of sponsored links. Known as the related search tool, it is a byproduct of Ask’s 
core search technology, which finds topics on the Web related to search queries. 

“In the past it was one thing that we’ll admit held us back a bit, and we’ve suffered a bit 
on user satisfaction. So we’ve been taking away those ads piece by piece,” says Read. 
“The less ads we have and the more targeted they are, the better user satisfaction is 
going to be. And now that we’ve been acquired by IAC, it gives us a new level of 
investment, and we’re actually using that to execute this strategy.”  
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Ask.com Search Results and ‘Related Search’ Bar 

 
Source: Ask.com (2006) 

Read explains that you’ll see no more than three paid advertisements at the top of 
results pages and they’re now back shaded to further differentiate them from organic  
results. This strategy is in line with the company’s long-term goal of gaining market 
share, even though it comes at the expense of short-term top-line growth.   

“We’re trading off the direct impact of having less money per page. You may make less 
money in the short term, but in the long term you gain that back by people coming back 
more often and having a much better user experience,” says Massie. 

Ask Does Maps  
Chief among the new site’s improvements is its mapping engine. As we pointed out in 
last week’s ILM Advisory, mapping has become a popular entry point into local search. 
According to iCrossing, getting directions is the No. 2 reason people go to search 
engines, second only to general search and just ahead of news. As such, search engines 
have given it a great deal of priority, which has resulted in an accelerated pace of 
feature development. Ask knows this and has made its new mapping engine the 
standout feature of its site relaunch. It also falls nicely into the company’s strategy to 
have Ask.com serve as a gateway to IAC-owned vertical sites.  

“From a local standpoint, having a great map functionality is key because more and 
more consumers are going directly to a mapping engine to find local businesses,” says 
Massie. “In terms of integration with data sources such as Citysearch, we can then do a 
great job of overlaying that on a map and improving the local experience.” 

Most notable is a new feature we haven’t seen anywhere else: Ajax functionality that 
allows users to create or move points on the map with a mouse. This frees users from 
the search boxes to the left and allows for a more user-friendly and time-efficient 
experience. New points can be created on a map by right clicking (the location will take 
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Ask.com Maps a Multi-Stop Wine-Tasting and Bay Area Excursion 

 

Source: Ask.com (2006) 

a second and snap into the closest intersection or address). Up to 10 points can be 
marked and directions are given (both walking and driving) between them all, in any 
order the user wants. There is also a “play directions” feature that walks through each 
step of the directions on the map itself.  

Other features include now-standard satellite images and close-up aerial views taken 
from planes, much like Windows Live Local’s bird’s-eye view. By “standard” we mean 
this has become a baseline feature that every mapping provider should have in order to 
compete. It is no longer special — it only gets you in the door. This provides an example 
of the pace of feature development in this space, as satellite images were quite novel six 
months ago. The same will go for the now-distinctive features Ask has developed.  

Jumping into the mapping space midstream, Ask must quickly adapt to this development 
pace and not get too comfortable with having the most cutting-edge features because 
this won’t last long. 

The Bottom Line: Keep Innovating 
The company has a balanced attitude about where it will fit into the search space and 
what it needs to do to gain market share. The usability and Ajax-based functionality 
present throughout the new site are only starting points for continuous development, 
according to Read.  

“One thing you’ll see more and more is that the relaunch of Ask.com is a foundation for 
where we’re going in the next 10 years. You’ll see a lot more of a multifunctional user 
experience,” he says. “With things like the toolbox and the dynamic functionality in the 
maps product, you’re getting kind of a two-toned experience. You’re getting a very 
simple way to search, but you’re also getting extra features that allow you to do things 
on top of what you find. And that’s a theme that you’re going to see coming from 
Ask.com more and more as we roll more products out in the coming months and years.” 
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Gaining market share from Google and Yahoo! won’t be easy, especially given that 
search is a highly habitual online activity. In fact, Ask.com may never completely catch 
up to Google. But with the attractive features in the relaunch of the site, it will 
accomplish the goal of becoming a more everyday search engine and move above its 6.5 
percent market share, which was reflective of a niche provider.  

This increased market share could result in a disproportionately larger rise in revenues if 
Ask can successfully position itself as the center of the IAC online universe. Search 
traffic, in other words, will be monetized through ads on the Ask.com site and sent to 
other IAC properties to be monetized again and again through the ad-supported models 
on those vertical sites — making the whole much greater than the sum of its parts.  
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